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Abstract

Kārakas from ancient Paninian grammar form
a concise set of semantic roles that capture cru-
cial aspect of sentence meaning pivoted on the
action verb. In this paper, we propose employ-
ing a kāraka-based approach for retrieving an-
swers in Indic question-answering systems. To
study and evaluate this novel approach, empiri-
cal experiments are conducted over large bench-
mark corpora in Hindi and Marathi. The results
obtained demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. Additionally, we explore the
varying impact of two approaches for extract-
ing kārakas. The literature surveyed and exper-
iments conducted encourage hope that kāraka
annotation can improve communication with
machines using natural languages, particularly
in low-resource languages.

1 Introduction

The web hosts a vast amount of information, includ-
ing news articles, blogs, social media platforms,
Wikipedia, and other knowledge bases. The diverse
population using this e-content, encompassing dif-
ferent languages and age groups, creates a demand
for applications with native language interfaces to
access these information sources. Question An-
swering (QA) systems play a significant role in
addressing this demand by retrieving answers for
natural language queries. India, as the second most
populous nation, has officially recognized 121 dis-
tinct modern Indian languages (Joshi, 2011), and
users of natural language interfaces prefer access-
ing applications in their native languages. A sur-
vey found that Indian language internet users face
challenges due to limited digital content and sup-
port in their languages (KPMG, 2017). There is
a dearth of application, and services in languages
that have minimal digital presence and lack an-
notated corpora. Moreover, Indian languages are
morphologically rich, exhibit flexibility in word or-

der and possess a complex system of post-positions.
There have been fewer efforts dedicated to the QA
task in several Indic languages. For open-domain
QA, the task of answer retrieval holds significant
importance. This article introduces a novel kāraka-
based answer retrieval approach for QA in Indian
languages, demonstrating that kāraka annotation
captures text semantics at a level that can facilitate
tasks such as answering questions and perform-
ing simple inferences. To understand the role of
kārakas in the answer retrieval task, let’s examine
the following hypothetical question-answering sce-
nario, with a question and two possible candidate
sentences for choosing the answer:
Question: Who created first effective covid-19 vac-
cine in India?
Possible Answer 1: First effective covid-19 vac-
cine in India was created by Bharat Biotech.
Possible Answer 2: The government in India cre-
ated awareness regarding the administration of the
first effective covid-19 vaccine.

To address the aforementioned question, meth-
ods relying solely on word overlap or answer type
would be inadequate to distinguish the answer sen-
tence effectively. In this situation, obtaining a
meaning representation from the surface form text,
including the event and the different participants
involved, along with their respective roles, would
be beneficial. A system that can assign meaningful
representations to diverse inputs that share simi-
lar or common contextual knowledge, independent
of specific words or sentence structures is crucial.
This is shown in the example below where the
action and its direct participants involved in ac-
complishing it are labeled with their corresponding
semantic roles in both the question and the candi-
date answer sentences. The first sentence in the
example exhibits a higher similarity in terms of
the argument’s semantic roles from the question,
making it an appropriate answer.
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Question: Who[AGENT ] created[ACTION ] first ef-
fective covid-19 vaccine[GOAL] in India?
Possible Answer 1: First effective covid-19
vaccine[GOAL] in India was created[ACTION ] by
Bharat Biotech[AGENT ]

Possible Answer 2: The government[AGENT ] in
India created[ACTION ] awareness[GOAL] regarding
the administration of the first effective covid-19
vaccine.

Like this, for a QA system, understanding nat-
ural language utterances from the limited surface
form involve dealing with a wide range of complex
subject matters. Literature highlights language-
specific resources like PropBanks (Palmer et al.,
2005), FrameNets (Baker, 2014), and NomBank
(Meyers et al., 2004) developed for the task of iden-
tifying how different participants associate with
events. These resources have been extended to a
few languages mostly because each of these frame-
work requires its process for corpus generation that
is distributed across various resources. Obtaining
a comprehensive meaning representation for low-
resource languages presents significant challenges
due to extensive data requirements for training and
evaluation.

This research addresses the challenge by employ-
ing a set of fundamental and deep semantic roles
known as “kārakas” that were first identified by an-
cient Indian grammarian Panini for Sanskrit during
4th century BC that symbolize the most widespread
and concise form of speech during his era. By
identifying the direct participants engaged in the
action, kārakas effectively captures the fundamen-
tal meaning of utterances. These can be applied
across various languages, even those with distinct
grammatical structures, resulting in an abstraction
that aligns with the cognitive processes of ordi-
nary speakers, emulates their inference methods,
and enables seamless interactions with machines
through query-based interactions. Additionally, it
is observed that kārakas can be extracted from the
surface form text based on syntactic and morpho-
logical information, without the need of any extra-
linguistic real-world knowledge; thus resulting in a
scheme immensely valuable for low-resource lan-
guages.

The remaining article is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents a concise overview of Indic QA
development. Additionally, it presents a summary
of NLP applications that demonstrate the useful-
ness of kāraka relations. Section 3 provides de-

tails on the proposed kāraka-based answer retrieval.
Section 4 outlines the experiment designed to vali-
date the proposed approach, details on the dataset
used, the evaluation metrics, and the result analysis.
In section 5, the paper concludes and summarizes
the main findings of the research.

2 Literature Survey

The origins of the Indian QA system can be traced
back to the early 2000s when Hindi-English cross-
lingual QA became feasible (Sekine and Grishman,
2003). Another system used relational databases
and keywords to convert user queries into SQL
queries and present answers in the user’s native
language (Reddy et al., 2006). Several other
approaches were proposed, including a natural
language interface to relational databases using
Paninian grammar and kārakas (Gupta et al., 2012),
the use of Universal Networking Language (UNL)
for representing the meaning of text in the source
language without translation (Shukla et al., 2004),
and rule-based systems for Hindi QA (Sahu et al.,
2012). Additionally, there were developments in
web-based QA systems (Stalin et al., 2012), pat-
tern matching algorithms for QA (Gupta and Gupta,
2014), question classification models (Banerjee and
Bandyopadhyay, 2012), answer sentence selection
models for QA (Verma et al., 2021; Joshi et al.,
2022) and deep learning-based frameworks for
cross-lingual (Gupta et al., 2018) and multi-lingual
QA (Gupta et al., 2019). Recent experiments ex-
plored the use of transformer models pre-trained
on multiple languages, with a focus on Hindi and
Tamil QA, achieving improved performance in ex-
tractive QA tasks (Thirumala and Ferracane, 2022;
Namasivayam and Rajan, 2023). A summary of
question answering task for Indic languages is pre-
sented in Table 1. Despite efforts to develop Indic
QA systems, progress may have been slower when
compared to English or other widely spoken lan-
guages. With the growing emphasis on regional
languages and the rapid advancements in NLP and
AI, investigation on efficient QA using smaller lex-
icons and language models that could have broad
application potential is just in time. Next section
presents a summary of NLP applications demon-
strating utility of kārakas.

Panini identifies six kārakas in As.t.ādhyāyī, the
Sanskirt monograph to express the relationship be-
tween various syntactic constituents in a sentences.
Kārakas account for the grammatical categories of
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Reference QA Task Dataset Source Size of Dataset Domain Approach

Kumar et al. (2005) Hindi Closed-Domain QA
Hindi Unicode documents
on agriculture and science
from LTRC

30 questions Agriculture , Science

Rule-Based: Keyword based
question classification and
similarity heuristics for
answer extraction

Reddy et al. (2006) Telugu Closed-Domain QA Railway Domain 95 questions Railway
Rule Based: Keyword and
Template Based
answer generation

Banerjee and Bandyopadhyay (2012) Bengali Question Classification Web and human annotator 1100 questions
Education, Geography
History, Science from
BCSTAT.COM

Data-driven: Naive Bayes,
Decision Tree

Sahu et al. (2012) Closed-Domain Hindi QA Web and human annotator 60 questions Not Specified
Rule Based: Lexical Similarity
based answer extraction

Stalin et al. (2012) Hindi Extractive-QA Not Specified
5 stories,
20 questions each

Not Specified
Rule Based: Lexical Similarity
based answer extraction

Gupta and Gupta (2014) Punjabi Closed-Domain QA Web 40 documents Sports Rule Based- Pattern Matching

Dua et al. (2013) Hindi Knowledge-Based QA Not Specified 100 questions Not Specified
Rule Based- Dictionary
Based Lookup

Kumal et al. (2014) Hindi Knowledge-Based QA Not Specified 240 questions
Employee Pay-roll, Enquiry,
Student database

Rule Based- Dictionary
Based Lookup

Seena et al. (2016) Malayalam Closed-Domain QA Not Specified Not Specified Kerela Sports Keyword and Rule Based
Nanda et al. (2016) Hindi Open-Domain QA Not Specified 75 questions Not Specified Data-driven : Naı̈ve Bayes

Gupta et al. (2018) Hindi-English Multi-lingual QA
250 English and 250 Hindi
documents from web

5495 questions
Tourism, History,
Diseases, Geography,
Economics, Environment

Deep Neural Network:
CNN-RNN Based question
classification, similarity
computation and scoring
based answer ranking

Gupta et al. (2019) Hindi-English Cross-lingual QA MMQA, SQuAD
MMQA-5495 questions and
Translated SQuAD-18454 questions

Tourism, History,
Diseases, Geography,
Economics, Environment

Deep Neural Network :
Attention based RNN

Thirumala and Ferracane (2022) Hindi, Tamil Extractive-QA
Kaggle competition-chaii:
Hindi and Tamil QA-Wikipedia

740-Hindi questions ,
364- Tamil questions

Common
Data-driven: Pre-trained
transformer models

Namasivayam and Rajan (2023) Hindi, Tamil Extractive-QA Wikipedia
chaii-740 Hindi questions,
MLQA-5000 Hindi question,
chaii-364 Tamil questions

Common
Data-driven: Pre-trained
transformer models

Table 1: Summary of Indic Language Question Answering Task

the words that occur within the sentences and the
role of these words within the given context, act-
ing as a via media between the lexical/grammatical
expression on one side and their semantics. Ta-
ble 2 lists the six main kārakas, their labels as per
the popular Paninian grammar-based treebank and
semantic description. Several other followers and
interpreters of the Paninian grammar while study-
ing the linguistic phenomenon in Sanskrit highlight
the significance of kārakas in yielding the verbal
interpretation of a sentence (Kak, 1987; Bhatta,
1991; Joshi, 1991; Houben, 1997; Jyothitmayi,
2011; Kulkarni, 2021). Desika, the earliest proto-
type system developed for Sanskrit by Ramanujan
(1992) elucidated that Pān. inī’s As.t.ādhyāyī repre-
sents a grammar with extremely concise and logi-
cally coherent rules for generating accurate words
and sentences in Sanskrit. This aspect might be
of interest to various fields, such as computer sci-
ence and artificial intelligence, due to its logical de-
sign, formalism, and well-structured arrangement
of rules. Bharati et al. (1994) developed a kāraka
parser for machine translation from Hindi to Tel-
ugu and language assessor systems (Bharati et al.,
2003) from Telugu, Kannada, Marathi, Bengali
& Punjabi to Hindi. Similarly, other researchers
presented various machine translation systems em-
ploying kārakas (Manning and Rao, 2010; H S and
Idicula, 2017; Goyal and Sinha, 2009). Kārakas
were also utilized in word sense disambiguation
(Singh and Siddiqui, 2015), text summarization

for Malayalam (Kishore et al., 2016), and pro-
cessing natural language queries for database ex-
traction (Gupta et al., 2012; Gorthi et al., 2014;
Jindal et al., 2014; Kataria and Nath, 2015). Ad-
ditionally, researchers proposed natural language
generation (Madhavan and Reghuraj, 2012), se-
mantic role labeling (Anwar and Sharma, 2016),
language encoders for vision-and-language tasks
(Gorthi and Mamidi, 2022) and argument classi-
fication in Hindi-English code-mixed tweets (Pal
and Sharma, 2019), all utilizing kārakas. Kārakas
demonstrated promising results as features for ar-
gument classification, showing a strong correlation
with PropBank semantic roles (Vaidya et al., 2011).
Kārakas have also been studied in the context of
automatic question generation (Anuranjana et al.,
2019). We earlier attested the utility of kārakas as
similarity measures in Hindi and English extractive
QA systems (Verma et al., 2021), and compared
them to other known similarity features. Therein
we generated a feature representation for the entire
passage by employing various similarity measures.
The highest accuracy for selecting the best answer
sentence in Hindi was achieved when combining
the kāraka features with cosine similarity and con-
text word overlap. Cosine similarity was computed
based on vectors derived from large pre-trained
models, that have limited availability. In this re-
search, we investigate an alternative method that
relies solely on kārakas for initial answer sentence
classification and then employs the likelihood score
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for ranking and answer sentence selection.

3 Kāraka-based Answer Sentence
Retrieval

The task of answer retrieval holds significant impor-
tance in a QA system. When presented with a nat-
ural language query and a collection of sentences
derived from an information extraction system, the
answer retrieval module is responsible for identify-
ing the appropriate phrase/sentence that precisely
provides the answer to the user’s query. The prob-
lem at hand involves a question q and a document
or context (passage) containing multiple candidate
answer sentences (s1, s2, ..., sn) for the question.
Our primary goal is to locate the most appropriate
sentence, denoted by si (where 1 ≤ i ≤ n). If
the identified sentence corresponds with the actual
answer, then we deem the question q to be correctly
answered. We do not consider the real world sce-
nario of unrestricted questions. To accomplish this
task, we employ a supervised learning approach
that treats the task as a classification problem. The
diagram presented in Figure 1 illustrates the mod-
ules utilized in the kāraka-based answer retrieval
process.

3.1 Pre-processing

Each instance in an extractive QA dataset consists
of (question, context, answer) instances. We sep-
arate the context into sentences and convert the
dataset into (question, sentence, target) instances.
The target is a boolean value that indicates whether
the sentence is an answer to the given question.

3.2 Feature Representation

For training the answer sentence classifier model,
every (question, sentence) pair within the pre-
processed dataset is represented using kāraka-
based feature vector. For obtaining a kāraka-based
feature map, every question and candidate sentence
is annotated with the action verb and kārakas. Ad-
ditionally based on the question word, the occur-
rence of a specific post-position in the candidate
sentence is checked using a set of hand-crafted
rules. The sentence containing matching action
verbs and kāraka arguments with the question
along with the expected post-position will possess
greater semantic relevance in answering the ques-
tion. Thus, a (question, sentence) pair within the
dataset is represented using a feature vector, cor-
responding to similar action verb and kārakas, as

well as post-position value. For identification of
kāraka arguments to measure similarity between
question and a candidate sentence, following two
approaches are compared (only in resulting answer
selection accuracy):

1. Data-driven kāraka annotator utilizing a
kāraka annotated dataset.

2. Universal Dependency(UD) parser and UD to
kāraka mappings.

3.2.1 Data-driven Kāraka Extractor
Kārakas typically occur between the nominal argu-
ment and predicate within a sentence. Panini’s San-
skrit grammar specifies rules to map post position
of nominal and verb to kāraka relations between
them. However, when one tries to use a rule-based
system like (Bharati and Sangal, 1993; Sangal and
Chaitanya, 1995; Katyayan and Joshi, 2021) for
mapping from grammatical categories to kāraka
relations, for any modern Indian languages in the
same family, one faces many challenges. In this
work, we implement a kāraka extractor based on a
kāraka classifier model trained in a supervised man-
ner using a Paninian dependency treebank for Hindi
that includes sentences annotated with kāraka re-
lations. The development process of the kāraka
annotator is described below:

1. Every sentence in the treebank is shallow
parsed to extract all noun and verb chunks.

2. The head word from the noun chunk is paired
with the head word of the verb chunk, pro-
vided noun chunk occurs to the left of the
verb chunk

3. Features like post-position, person, gender,
number, embedding of the nominal arguments
and tense, aspect and mood of the verb are
extracted.

4. Every categorical feature extracted in the
above step is encoded into a numeric value.

5. A training set comprising of feature represen-
tation of the identified noun-verb pairs and
their target value corresponding to the kāraka
label fetched from the treebank is prepared.
If kāraka relation does not exist between the
pair, the target value is marked as ‘NA’.

6. A kāraka classifier is trained in a supervised
manner using an artificial neural network.
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Label Name Semantic Description Analogous Thematic Roles
k1 karta locus or source of the activity implied by the main verb agent, causer
k2 karma destination or goal of the result implied by the action patient, goal
k3 karna the means or instrument utilized for accomplishing the action instrument
k4 sampradana recipient or experiencer of the result of the object of action beneficiary, recipient
k5 apadana source of separation or point of departure source
k7 adhikarana locus of the karta or karma in time or space location

Table 2: Six Kārakas from Paninian Grammar

Figure 1: High Level Schematic of Kāraka-Based Answer Retrieval

7. The trained kāraka classifier model from
above steps is used to predict a kāraka label
between a candidate noun-verb pair and thus
utilized for annotating a sentence with kāraka
relations

3.2.2 Universal Dependencies(UD) to Kārakas

Another kāraka extraction technique through a
mapping from UD to kārakas was proposed earlier
(Verma et al., 2021). Therein, the UD to kāraka
mapping was based on the study conducted for
Hindi by Tandon et al. (2016). We evaluate and
assess this method for kāraka extraction on answer
retrieval accuracy on a larger benchmark corpus, as
we describe the results in the latter sections below.

3.3 Classifier Training and Answer Retrieval

Using the kāraka-based features set a binary an-
swer sentence classifier model is trained in a su-
pervised manner. For differential analysis, we
train two answer sentence classifier models using
two different training sets, each prepared using the
above two kāraka extraction approaches.

For answer sentence retrieval, each sentence in a
context is fed into a trained model that predicts a
score, indicating the likelihood of it being the an-
swer to the question. Further, all sentences within
a context are ranked in the decreasing order of the
prediction scores. Based on the rank of the actual
answer sentence, system performance is evaluated.

4 Experiment Design & Result Analysis

4.1 Dataset
Multilingual question answering (MLQA) (Lewis
et al., 2019) is a benchmark extractive QA dataset
consisting of (contexts, question, answer) pairs.
Based on the number of sentences in the given con-
text, we utilize around four thousand Hindi MLQA
instances from corpus for experimental evaluation.
Further, we also translated four thousand English
instances from MLQA to Marathi using a model
trained for English to Marathi translation on a large
parallel corpora by Ramesh et al. (2022). The trans-
lation model has achieved competitive performance
on the majority of datasets and has surpassed all
open source publicly available models as well as
commercial systems. We follow a 80:20 train:test
set split for validation and evaluation for the pro-
posed kāraka based approach for answer retrieval.

4.2 Implementation Details
For kāraka annotation using the first approach we
utilized the pre-release version of Hindi treebank
(Bhatt et al., 2009) for supervised learning of the
kāraka classifier model (as discussed in section
3.2.1).

In the second approach for kāraka annotation
through UD (discussed in 3.2.2), we employ a de-
pendency parser developed by Qi et al. (2020). This
stanza library offers a neural pipeline for UD
parsing. To identify kāraka arguments from the
question and answer, we utilize the UD to kāraka
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mappings presented in Tandon et al. (2016).
We train two answer sentence classifier models

for Hindi using two different training sets, each
prepared using the above two kāraka extraction
approaches. For Marathi a single answer sentence
classifier model is trained using the same UD to
kāraka mappings.

Every instance in MLQA is represented using
the kāraka based features and the answer classifier
is trained in a supervised manner using a multi-
layer perceptron network. The network comprises
of an input layer with eight neurons, two hidden
layers and an output layer with two neurons. Recti-
fied linear activation function is used in the hidden
layers. The neural network is trained using Adam
optimiser and binary crossenthropy loss function.

4.3 Results and Analysis

4.3.1 Answer Sentence Classification
Accuracy

For Hindi, the 10-fold cross-validation accuracy
reported for answer sentence classification using
UD to kāraka mappings is 80.17% while using
our implemented kāraka annotator achieves 82.7%.
These results highlight that for the binary answer
sentence classification task both the approaches for
kāraka extraction compare favorably for Hindi. For
Marathi answer sentence classification, a compara-
tively less accuracy of 68.72% is reported.

4.3.2 Mean Reciprocal Rank

For further analysis, we use the Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR) metric to evaluate the system’s per-
formance for retrieving correct answer sentences
from a given context. For this we utilize the un-
seen test instances from dataset. This is the answer
sentence selection accuracy for a given (question,
context) pair. For computing this, every sentence
from the given context is represented using kāraka-
based features prepased using UD to kāraka ap-
proach. Further, the trained answer sentence classi-
fier model predicts the sentence’s probability score
for being an answer to the given question. All sen-
tences within a context are ranked in the decreasing
order of the prediction scores. For a single query,
the reciprocal rank is 1

rank where rank is the po-
sition of the actual answer sentence. For multiple
queries Q, the MRR is the mean of the Q recipro-
cal ranks. For Hindi a MRR of 0.71 is reported
while for Marathi MRR is 0.64. These results are
summarized in table 3

A B
Hindi 80.17% 71.02%
Marathi 68.72% 64.93%

Table 3: A: Answer Sentence Classification Accuracy
and B: MRR for Answer Sentence Selection using UD
to Kāraka Mapping Approach

We observe less performance for Marathi com-
pared to Hindi encouraging further exploration in
this direction. This can be because the mapping
from UD to kāraka for Marathi was not much re-
fined as for Hindi. The mappings should have
been obtained by generalization from several paral-
lel (mutual translation) instances from Hindi and
Marathi. Obtaining such a mapping requires care-
ful examination of sufficiently general instances
from a particular language. The drop in accuracy
shows that when one tries to transfer such a map-
ping obtained for one language to other languages
without a high level of linguistics expertise, even
within the same family, one faces the challenge of
choosing examples and handling exceptions. Fur-
ther, the errors in the universal dependency parser
can influence the overall performance of the answer
retrieval. Also, the dataset used for analysis was
translated from English and not a parallel corpora.
For extraction of kārakas, a standalone kāraka ex-
tractor developed in a data-driven pipeline is a bet-
ter alternative to the identification of an indirect
mapping through universal dependency relations
that either require extensive linguistic analysis or
parallel kāraka and UD annotated corpora for iden-
tification of mapping statistically. On the contrary,
the kāraka-annotated corpus required for a data-
driven approach to kāraka extraction can be devel-
oped by encoding speech patterns of a native lan-
guage speaker without necessitating expert-level
linguistic knowledge.

5 Conclusion

In this work, a kāraka based answer sentence re-
trieval approach is presented and its effectiveness
is demonstrated through experimental analysis on
a large benchmark corpus. The results clearly show
that the accuracy of kāraka extraction impact the
performance of answer retrieval, which emphasizes
the need for further research and investment to en-
hance it. For languages lacking extensive lexical
resources like PropBank and FrameNet and consid-
ering the scarcity of NLP resources for these lan-
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guages, the proposed approach holds promise. We
do not evaluate or dispute the usefulness of these
alternative approaches. However, we observe that
the identification of verb-specific semantic roles,
which requires the development of comprehensive
language-specific verb frames, poses a challenge,
especially in low-resource languages. Our proposal
is that kāraka annotation results into capturing se-
mantic, facilitating tasks such as QA using smaller
language models and lexicons.
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